though I also have these written in my grading journal. However, I have begun to feel like a judge sitting there reading my comments and trying to remember what the paper was about (usually, it comes to me soon enough). Once I get over my embarrassment ("Uh, I gave your paper a D, now let me explain . . .") and deal with the content of the paper the conferences seem to go quite well.

University of Oklahoma

Error Analysis and Freshman Composition: Toward a Methodology
Kathryn P. Teeple

I. Introduction

This paper explores the possibilities of applying the strategies developed by Mina Shaughnessy and David Bartholomae in the area of error analysis to the compositions of average freshman writers. In her landmark book, Errors and Expectations, Shaughnessy seeks out the reasons for errors made by Basic Writing students. She does this, in part, by applying the concepts of second language learning to the written work of those students whose spoken language is a dialect of non-standard English. After identifying the points at which the non-standard dialect interferes with the ability to write error-free prose, Shaughnessy categorizes error-producing strategies and assigns causes. Once the students understand the causes of their errors, they can begin a systematic attack on each error-producing strategy in an attempt to move their writing (to borrow the terminology of second language learning) from their native language (their dialect) to the target language (formal written English). The purpose of this study, then, is twofold: first, to categorize the errors made by average freshman writers whose dialect does not obviously interfere with their written English and second, to analyze those errors to see if it is possible to identify the underlying error-producing strategies and to assign cause.

As Barry M. Kroll and John C. Schafer point out in their article, "Error Analysis and the Teaching of Composition," the importance of error analysis is in the cause-assigning aspect. The error analyst looks at the commission of error as a natural part of learning to write. When the error analyst identifies the strategies that students use in producing error, the investigation of error becomes process oriented, a means to identifying what goes on in students' minds while they are writing. It attempts to accomplish, by a different means, what protocol analysis, the important work begun by Linde Flower and John R. Hayes, attempts to accomplish. But because it is based on product, real essays written by students in actual writing situations, I believe that error analysis has two advantages over protocol analysis. The first is that the artificial environment necessary for data-gathering in protocol analysis (students' verbalizations of thought processes in a laboratory) is eliminated. Neither the verbalizations
nor the laboratory are a normal part of writing. The second advantage of error analysis is that it deals only with the error-producing strategies and not with the entire writing process; thus, it identifies only what goes wrong in the writing process, those areas in which we, as teachers, want to intervene.

But a study of error is not without problems. In order to analyze the causes of error, we need first to identify it in students' writing. Ideally the data-base from which we draw our inferences should be a large one. In order to begin to collect that data-base and to begin to formulate "the standard terminology and shared methodology" in error analysis that Kroll and Schaefer advocate, I have initiated this study. Although it is based on a quantitative method, it is far from scientific. Too many uncontrolled variables prevent the gathered data from having any real statistical significance. (These uncontrolled variables will be described more fully in the Methodology section of this paper.) It is hoped, however, that the data will begin to identify the problem areas of average students in somewhat the same way that Shaughnessy and Bartholomae identify problem areas of Basic Writing students.

II. Background

A survey of research on written composition shows that very little has been done in the area of categorizing and analyzing error. Research in composition evaluation, which, one might logically expect, should contain some categorization of what we find wrong with the themes we evaluate, has not focused on that topic at all. Instead, what we find here are studies of another sort, concentrating mainly on correlations or lack of correlations between objective tests and written essays on the one hand or on correlations among readers' opinions of the same essays on the other. The focus of research in composition evaluation seems always to have been on how to make the subjective process more objective, not by objectifying or classifying the errors on the written page, but by standardizing the subjectivity of the readers. Thus we have articles describing the lack of consensus among readers about the criteria of a good composition; articles describing suggested criteria to keep in mind when evaluating papers; and even articles that reproduce actual student themes, corrected by actual teachers of English, often with an analysis of what corrections seem most pedagogically valuable, this last type presumably in an attempt to help us all use the "marked-model" approach in moving toward a uniform method for evaluating themes. The presumption that subjectivity can be standardized is not unlikely. Biederich et al. show that "English teachers had a higher median intercorrelation (.44) with one another [on agreement of grades assigned to 300 papers] than did any of the other occupational groups." The study explains the correlation this way: "[the] findings suggest that the English teachers, perhaps because of their appropriate training, have succeeded in grading the papers more reliably than the other groups." At least part of the "appropriate training" can be considered to be agreement on English standards. The study cites the average correlation figure for "selected College Board readers, who have been trained to judge papers on a particular assignment by the same standards," as .70 "on that assignment." Seventy percent of the participants have, indeed, standardized their subjectivity.

While evaluation research may prove fruitless as a means of building a method of error analysis for average students, I do not mean to imply that I believe the effort to identify the components of good writing is worthless, nor do I think it worthless to identify strategies for standardizing evaluation processes for group testing situations. What I do feel, however, is that instead of trying to measure
each theme against a mythologically ideal theme and dispensing a measured amount of red ink when the actual is found lacking, we should begin to collect data about what a group of actual themes contains or does not contain to make it acceptable or not acceptable to readers.

There are a few research studies that do just the type of frequency counts that I am purposing although few of them were done for the purpose of identifying the characteristics (both good and bad) of average writers. Most were undertaken for the purpose of proving the validity of a specific pedagogical practice. Thus Dudenhefer's "experiment" (in which he counted frequency of error per 100 words and t-unit length in two groups of student papers to see if withholding the grade until after the errors had been pointed out and corrected would effect either factor, that is, reduce the number of errors or increase the t-unit length) would probably have been more effective if he had been able to define which errors had been reduced and assign possible causes as to why revising for improved grades would be a likely factor in reducing these kinds of errors.

Two other studies, one done by Buxton in 1958 to test the effects of writing frequency and another by Harris in 1962 to test the value of formal grammar instruction, employ a tabulation of error in an effect to explore the efficacy of one pedagogical practice over others. Neither of these studies attempts to analyse the causes of error in the examined samples of writing, but both are valuable for the methods employed in categorizing and counting the errors. Although the Buxton study only reports error as one statistic, that is, total number of all errors per 1000 words, his categorization and subcategorization of error are well thought out and might prove helpful to others attempting a tabulation of these characteristics in sample writings.

The Harris study, on the other hand, is extremely helpful in providing a model for tabulating errors of an exact nature as well as for tabulating the frequency of use of certain kinds of clauses. Given enough resources of time and personnel, his method of tabulation could be applied to a board sample of writing from average freshman students, both in the areas he employs and in other areas determined to be in need of investigation (for example, errors of diction or frequency of use of cohesive words and phrases), to collect a broad base of data concerning the presence or absence of these characteristics. Harris applied them to two samples of 229 essays each, but because he did not adjust his data according to the total number of words per essay, the results are reported only as the number of essays containing each error.

Both of these studies are summarized in Richard Braddock et al., Research in Written Composition. In addition to the summaries of valuable composition research, the authors of this book also include very practical suggestions on new directions in the area of research utilizing frequency counts and error analysis. They strongly urge two things: a consideration of rhetorical constructions and a more imaginative approach towards what to count. About rhetorical constructions the authors say:

A fundamental difficulty with most frequency counts is that they are simply counts of grammatical and mechanical "errors," omitting attention to purpose and main idea, supporting material, organization, and style...It is obvious that soundly based counts are needed of the frequency of various grammatical, word, and mechanical usages; but even more urgently needed are similar analyses of rhetorical constructions.
The need for imagination is emphasized by pointing out that

[1] The tendency in any frequency count is to find
what one is looking for. More investigators need
to initiate frequency studies with fresh questions
in mind.18

The authors cite some examples of the imaginative type of research that they
have in mind: a psychological and a linguistic study, both of which assess
the maturity of the writer by conducting frequency counts, one of abstract words
and the other of subordinating elements; and a psychological study which cor-
relates the frequency of the use of the passive voice to submissive personality.
While none of these studies seems particularly helpful in the task of identifying,
categorizing, and analyzing error in freshman writing, the comments of the authors
do serve to remind the researcher in error analysis that the purpose of the in-
quiry will often necessitate an examination of what is actually written as well
as an examination of what is missing from the written page.

A study at Dartmouth in 1960 is the only example I found of the type of
compilation of statistics that I am advocating in composition research. As part
of a study funded by the Carnegie Corporation to examine the effectiveness of the
freshman English course at Dartmouth, roughly 380,000 words of freshman writing
from 495 papers of 165 students were analyzed by means of a computer count of
teacher's comments on the papers. These comments were assigned by readers to
the appropriate category and sub-category of error that the comment seemed to
be addressing. While "a certain amount of pure speculation was inevitable in
this process [the attempt was made] to try to identify the exact difficulty that
the teacher had in mind and to classify it accordingly."19 The tabulation by
sub-category of error is not presented in the published summary of the study
although the sub-categories are listed and reproduced.

There are two major weaknesses in the study when it is viewed in the light
of its usefulness to the error analysis of average students' writing. The first
is that the study is actually a study of teachers' comments and not a study of
students' errors, and the second is that in spite of all the raw data available
to them, the researchers only drew seven major conclusions about the writing
they examined. The conclusions themselves are weak. While the researchers
sometimes make observations about the causes that might underlie the errors
they observe, they have not, with any consistency, addressed this vital area.
For example, one conclusion merely stated that there was a consistent and gradual
decline in the number of errors throughout the semester. No speculation is
given about the rate of decline or the difference in the rate of decline between
one category of error and another or about why the course may have been successful
in reducing one type of error more than another.

Two of the remaining six conclusions are not about the students' writing at
all but about the way in which the teachers commented on it. Thus we have the
observation that there were relatively few errors in "Focus and Structure" and
"Paragraphs" because "errors...in these matters are harder to detect and identify
than are mistakes in, for example, sentence rhetoric or diction" and although
teachers "may sense the presence" of such errors, they do not always "take the
time to identify them precisely."20 The second conclusion states that "the
most frequent reasons mentioned by teachers for giving low grades...are
errors...in 'Focus and Structure' and in 'Material.'"21 What the researchers
are commenting on here is the importance that the teachers in the sample at-
tribute to those categories when assigning grades not on the relative importance
of these errors to the quality of student writing.
Of the four remaining conclusions, one deals exclusively with a speculation about the superiority of Dartmouth College freshmen in the area of mechanics and attributes the cause to the admission policies of the college and the ease with which mechanical errors can be corrected in students of above average intelligence.

Only three of the seven conclusions from the Dartmouth College study seem helpful in identifying the causes underlying the average freshman’s writing errors. The first one concerns the high rate of diction errors made by the students (10.09 errors per 1000 words as opposed to 1.17 per 1000 words in grammar or 4.79 in punctuation and mechanics). The researchers note that, of the 2,931 diction errors, 981 were wrong or inexact words and 726 were errors in wordiness. They attribute the cause of these errors to the hypotheses that students in their first year of college are rapidly expanding their vocabularies; and as they try to extend their control over more and more words, they are certain to make more mistakes for a time.

This assumption is given support by certain research in second language acquisition which concludes that error is necessary to growth in language.

The second useful conclusion of the Dartmouth study addresses itself to spelling errors. While the researchers conclude that the curriculum need not address spelling instruction, their observation that most of these errors were concentrated in the papers of relatively few students and that 231 of the errors were due to carelessness may indicate that some individual help given to those who need it (Shaughnessy's spelling error chart, for example) and some attention to teaching proofreading would go a long way to help eradicate spelling problems.

The final conclusion to be considered concerns itself with an overview of the types of error found in the papers examined in the Dartmouth study. The researchers note that “except for spelling and the purely conventional usages of punctuation, none of the categories [of error can be corrected by] a simple matter of memorizing rules or forms.” They conclude that the errors the students make result "from an inefficient approach to the subject or from an ineffective presentation of it." Since both these defects involve thinking and thought processes, the researchers recommend "acquaint[ing] the student with the principles of orderly thinking and effective expression." I agree with the researchers’ opinion that clear thinking is a necessary tool for good writing; we should at this point, however begin to speculate about which principles of orderly thinking are exhibited as lacking in an examination of the errors of freshman writers.

For all its shortcomings, however, the Dartmouth College study is, in my opinion, the most representative of the type of analysis which will allow composition teachers to intervene at the point of error by identifying the point of error in a specific sample of student writers.

Two other studies (Fisher and Higgins) quantify error, but both deal with the remedial rather than the average writer and thus have limited applicability to the problems of the average writer. The first study, John Fisher’s Linguistics in Remedial English, was undertaken to quantify "types of syntax and morphology errors that the author assumed could most effectively be taught by an oral pattern practice method." Of the twelve categories of error examined by Fisher, only two (faulty parallelism and preposition and sentence group modification) are syntactical errors. The other ten are mechanical and grammatical errors such as run-on sentences and lack of pronoun agreement. Errors in punctuation, capitalization, and other mechanics not readily adaptable to correction by oral intervention were not considered in the study. Also not considered were
Research which attempts to identify the errors of average writers as a group with the purpose of identifying the causes of those errors has not received a great deal of attention. It is, I think, a valid field of study as long as we continue to teach our students to write in a classroom setting. Conference teaching dictates identification of an individual student's errors addressed individually, but private tutoring is a costly and time-consuming method of instruction. Since its usefulness is limited when dealing with groups of students during a fourteen-week semester, it is time we found out what errors can best be addressed and in what manner during the forty-two hours we meet with our students as a group.

III. Methodology

The primary purpose of this study is to identify the kinds of errors made by an average freshman writer in a non-remedial or non-basic composition class. The secondary purpose is to speculate on the possible causes for the occurrence of those errors. In order to begin categorizing error, each of 436 freshman themes was examined for its primary error, that is, the error which most affected its readability. After the initial reading, the paper was placed in one of four categories according to the primary error found there. The four categories were: 1) lack of content or ideas, 2) lack of organization or cohesion, 3) lack of good sentence structure or diction, and 4) lack of good mechanics. These categories were taxonomically considered; for example, if a paper contained poor organization and no cohesive elements, as well as a definite lack of anything to say, its primary error was considered to be the latter one, and it was categorized as primarily lacking in content and ideas. After the initial examination, each paper was considered again to identify within the broader category the types of sub-errors which caused it to be placed there.

The 436 themes were written by 109 freshmen (4 themes each) at the University of Delaware during a one semester course (E-110, Critical Reading and Writing) designed to teach expository writing skills. These 109 students were in six sections taught by four different teachers (three sections were taught by the same teacher during two different semesters). Each section contained approximately 22 students, but a student's themes were not considered in this study if all four of his themes for the assignments chosen for consideration were not available.

While I acknowledge the need to control a myriad of variables, in order to obtain a broad sample of themes for analysis some of the controls suggested by Braddock in his book, Research in Written Composition had to be sacrificed. The uncontrolled variables fall into three main categories: variations in teachers and teaching styles, variations in assignments, and variations in class scheduling. While all of the teachers included in the study were using the same basic syllabus and text books, there was no control over the introduction of additional materials from other text books into the classroom. In addition, because no schedule of lessons was strictly followed, there was no possibility of correlation between improvement in a particular category of error and what had recently been taught to the class.

The assignments chosen for consideration were the diagnostic and the final, administered at the beginning and the end of the course, and a comparison/contrast essay (administered about six weeks into the semester), and a definition essay (given a week and a half later). In spite of this attempt at uniformity
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These categories were taxonometrically considered; for example, if a paper contained poor organization and no cohesive elements, as well as a definite lack of anything to say, its primary error was considered to be the latter one, and it was categorized as primarily lacking in content and ideas. After the initial examination, each paper was considered again to identify within the broader category the types of sub-errors which caused it to be placed there.

The 436 themes were written by 109 freshmen (4 themes each) at the University of Delaware during a one semester course (E-110 Critical Reading and Writing) designed to teach expository writing skills. These 109 students were in six sections taught by four different teachers (three sections were taught by the same teacher during two different semesters). Each section contained approximately 22 students, but a student's themes were not considered in this study if all four of his themes for the assignments chosen for consideration were not available.

While I acknowledge the need to control a myriad of variables, in order to obtain a broad sample of themes for analysis some of the controls suggested by Braddock in his book, Research in Written Composition, had to be sacrificed. The uncontrolled variables fall into three main categories: variations in teachers and teaching styles, variations in assignments, and variations in class scheduling. While all of the teachers included in the study were using the same basic syllabus and text books, there was no control over the introduction of additional materials from other text books into the classroom. In addition, because no schedule of lessons was strictly followed, there was no possibility of correlation between improvement in a particular category of error and what had recently been taught to the class.

The assignments chosen for consideration were the diagnostic and the final, administered at the beginning and the end of the course, and a comparison/contrast essay (administered about six weeks into the semester), and a definition essay (given a week and a half later). In spite of this attempt at uniformity in assignment choice, the uncontrolled variables here were many. While most of the assignments were in-class essays, two of the sections were assigned the
comparison/contrast essay as an out-of-class essay. All of the diagnostic and final essays were in-class and spontaneous, but the other essays varied from section to section in the amount of time between the announcement of the topic and the actual writing. In some of the assignments the announced topic was mandatory; in others the students were given a choice between two, or in some cases, among three topics. And finally, while the form was prescribed in the definition and the comparison/contrast essays in all sections, the topic was not the same in any of these sections. Only one section of the six had the form prescribed for the diagnostic exam (compare your home life to dorm life), and only one of the six finals prescribed form (argue for the grade you feel you should receive in this course). All of these variables in lead time, topic assignment, and form prescription could, and probably did, alter the effectiveness of the students' writing. None of these variables, however, were compensated for in any way in this study.

One other uncontrolled variable in this study was the scheduling of the classes. Two of the six sections considered in the study were on a Tuesday/Thursday schedule. The themes written in these two sections were written in an hour and a half instead of in the one hour time limit given to the students in the other four sections. This, too, would alter the effectiveness of the students' writing and prevent any generalizations about what kind of errors are made under what conditions.

The categories of the writing samples into four broad groups resulted in the following tabulation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diagnostic</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II comparison/contrast</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III definition</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV final</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Conclusions

Before examining the essays within each category to analyze the specific problems found there, some observations about the implications of this broad categorization are necessary. The assignment of a relatively few essays to category 3, 14.7%, and to category 4, 6.2%, indicates that neither syntactic and diction problems nor mechanical problems undermine to any great extent the written expression of average freshmen writers. For more serious are the problems that average writers have in their inability to find something worth saying in a given topic (39.7% of the essays) and their inability to organize
their ideas when there is evidence of insightful thought (39.4% of the essays). In the samples examined, these two problems dominated and were about as equally culpable in their effect on written expression.

None of the writing problems categorized showed a marked improvement from the first theme to the fourth except perhaps category 4, Mechanics (15 essays in the diagnostic to 5 in the final). The improvement in this category may indicate that a periodic review of grammar and punctuation basics (which was part of the syllabus used) will improve the writing of some average writers. The relative stability of the other categories may indicate that our current pedagogical practices are not addressing the problems of these writers effectively.

An examination of the 172 essays judged to be primarily flawed for lack of content or ideas reveals some of the problems that cause this error. The problems fall into five basic categories: failure to address the issue raised (50), failure to use a conclusion to tie together seemingly random ideas (36), failure to be specific (34), failure to take a stand or make a judgment (33), and failure to say more than the obvious (19). Some examples may be helpful to illustrate these problems. Three of the six sections had for the assigned diagnostic essay the task of choosing three items symbolic of life in America with the instructions to write about why the items are symbolic. Of the 53 essays written in response to this assignment, 17 were judged as belonging in Category 1. Of the 17, 9 writers did not choose items that were obviously symbolic and did not include in their essays any indication of why the items could be symbolic. These 9 failed to address the issue of the assignment perhaps because they did not understand the meaning of the word symbolic, perhaps because they did not understand the assignment itself, or perhaps because they were not able to assess life in the United States and then find symbols for the way they viewed that life. In the same group of 17, 6 writers made the error of failing to tie their thoughts together by means of an effective conclusion. In these cases, the writers were able to choose items that were most apparently symbolic and even able to indicate in some cases and in a limited way the reasons the symbolism was significant. The failure here was centered around the writer's inability to tie together in a conclusion the reasons his choices are indicative of life in America or how his symbols are related to one another. The cause of this difficulty seemed to stem from the writer's assumption that the reader would know from what he had already written the connections that were probably apparent to him.

Failure to be specific was not a problem with the above assignment (although one writer was not able to choose three specific items), but it did cause a great deal of difficulty in many other assignments in the sample. In the comparison/contrast assignments many writers were unable to say specifically what was different or alike between the two or among the three things they were to compare. (The inability to verbalize the significance of those similarities and differences was considered to be either a failure to address the issue or a failure to tie together ideas with a conclusion.) Of the 42 comparison/contrast essays judged deficient in ideas and content, 38 were written for assignments calling for comparisons of printed texts. Ten of these essays did not cite the texts at all, perhaps indicating that the writers do not know how to anchor generalizations in specific examples or do not see the value of doing so as a writing technique. Six others who did quote the text of the assignment did not generalize from, or draw parallels between, the examples cited. Presumably these writers either thought that the generalizations were more apparent than they were and therefore were not
in need of being stated, or they do not see that generalizations are a necessary part of drawing conclusions.

The fourth area of difficulty was failure to make a judgment. Two assignments in particular seemed to lend themselves to fence sitting on the part of the writers. Both asked for opinions, one of humorous greeting cards and the other of the depiction of death in the news media. Of the 28 essays belonging to these assignments and judged lacking in content, 17 failed to take a stand on the issue. While it is possible that some of these writers had no opinion on the subject in question (no writer stated that he had no opinion, however), it is also possible that the writers were afraid of giving the wrong answer as if this were a test question in a sociology course. Because the writer did not know his reader's (teacher's) opinion, he avoided expressing his opinion. The other 11 writers in this group either stated, at different points in their essays, agreement with both sides of the issue or took a stand on one side of the issue and offered proofs to support a diametrically opposed viewpoint. One possible explanation is that these writers were attempting to be balanced in giving both sides of the issue but did not have the necessary vocabulary or syntactic strategies for insuring that the favored viewpoint received dominant emphasis.

Failure to say more than the obvious was not really a problem in one particular assignment (14 were randomly scattered throughout the assignments) except that of the 19 essays in this sub-group, 5 were written on the differences between life at home and dorm living. It is possible that what is obvious to the more experienced reader was not so obvious to the inexperienced writers; it is possible that some of the writers of these 19 essays were having a bad day (everybody draws a blank once in a while); or it is possible that these writers are just not inclined to look below the surface of anything they encounter.

Category 2, lack of organization and cohesion, is as damaging to the readability of the themes of average writers as is lack of content. The problems of the 173 essays in this category fell into four main groups: failure to use correctly cohesive techniques and transitional words (64), failure to use paragraphs correctly (53), failure to give direction to the essay with a strong introduction (35), and failure to maintain a balance among the parts of the essay (21).

Of the 64 essays that exhibited weaknesses in the area of cohesive elements, 31, or almost half, had no cohesive elements at all. Sentences were strung together without seeming connection to one another, and paragraphs, which were otherwise unified by thought, were not connected to each other by use of such common phrases as "on the other hand" or "a second point to consider" or "finally."

Twenty-one of the 64 did use some of these techniques both within the paragraphs and between them but did not use them extensively enough especially in areas where paragraphs were not obviously unified without them. Twelve of the 64 misused transitional words including: the repetitious use of the same word, such as "then I would choose. . . . then I would put in... then I would add... etc. . . ." (from an essay on the choice of three items), the use of pronouns with vague antecedents, the use of such words as "next" when there wasn't any obvious first, and the use of "thus" and "therefore" where the conclusions were not properly set up in the beginning of the sentence. Aside from the obvious cause of problems in this area, that is, that the average freshman does not know how to use cohesion or is not familiar enough with its use to handle it effectively, two other causes could be that the writer does not understand the need to guide the reader from one idea to another when the connection seems obvious enough to him and that the writer does not formulate his entire argument before he begins to write and so cannot use the cohesive techniques that would lead the reader from step to step within that argument.
Of the 173 essays judged to be in category 2, 53 writers failed to use paragraphing to give organization to their essays. Whether the writer chose to write with no paragraphing at all, with arbitrary breaks into what resembled paragraphs every third of a page or so, or with one sentence (three line) paragraphs, the fact was still the same. These 53 writers did not organize their topic before going on to a second and then to a third. As a result, their essays were a jumble of disjointed, half-formed, half-developed points which, if they had been gathered together in two or three places (pedagogically called paragraphs), would have added up to some significant statements about their topics. The cause for this, like one of the causes for lack of cohesive techniques, is probably that the writer has not collected his thoughts before engaging pen to paper. One other likely cause is that the writer, having only half assimilated lessons about the unity, development, and nature of the paragraph, does not really understand that one idea equals one paragraph.

Just as lack of a conclusion was seen as a cause for essays being weak in content and ideas, so here we see that the lack of a strong introduction can contribute to the lack of organization in an essay. Of the 35 essays judged deficient on this point, 27 had no introduction at all, and the other 8 had introductions which were mere restatements of the topics assigned. By jumping into the first point of the argument (and sometimes jumping to the second point before the first is fully developed), the writer has given the reader no directions as to the path his essay will take. It is again, I think, a case of the average freshman writer not understanding the needs of the reader and again a case of the writer not having thought out the direction of his path before he begins to write.

A final 21 of the 173 essays in category 2 were weak because of a failure to maintain a balance among the parts of the essay. This was especially damaging in the comparison/contrast essays when the writer failed to deal effectively with both or all three of the texts to be considered. The need to plan the whole essay before beginning to write and to limit what is written on one aspect by the amount of time left to write about the corresponding aspect seem to be the problems to be conquered here.

As I noted in the beginning of the conclusions section of this essay, syntactic and diction problems and mechanical problems did not greatly effect the readability of the essays of the average freshman writer of this study. I will limit my remarks on these two categories to saying that the really bad syntactical and diction errors in this study were concentrated in the papers of relatively few students who seemed to associate convoluted sentences and big words (used inaccurately) with their own conception of what English teachers want in an essay written for a freshman English class. These students can probably most profit from individual conferences in which the English teacher assures them that their conceptions are false.

I would like to make two general conclusions about the findings of this study. The first is that many of the problems associated with category 1, lack of content and ideas, seem to stem from a lack of understanding of the assignment. I feel therefore that time spent in the classroom teaching the students to analyze what is being asked of them and what is expected in reply would not be time wasted. My second conclusion has to do with category 2, lack of organization and cohesion. Many of the problems in this area seem to stem from two causes: first, the writers fail to take into account the needs of the reader and second, they fail to plan ahead their whole essay before they begin to write. Both of these weaknesses need to be addressed and stressed in our classroom practices.
Many of the hypotheses formulated in this paper about the causes of error made by average freshmen could be tested by further examination of writing samples. For example, an assessment of the extent of a student's understanding of a particular assignment could be made by means of an objective test, and the score correlated to the quality of the writing in an essay written in response to that same assignment. Or, students' writing could be examined through draft after draft to see if, as the purpose or plan of the essay becomes clearer, the number of cohesive devices and transitional words increase. This second suggestion, revision analysis, is already receiving some attention by researchers in the field of composition theory. I have no doubt that revision analysis, the most recent and promising trend in error analysis, will receive even more attention as the availability of personal computers combine with the development of such software programs as Compare II to allow students to compare successive drafts of their own writing. If personal computers are ever utilized on a wide spread basis, revision-comparing programs, as well as programs like RSVP which allow teachers to respond to students' writing through the computer, could become invaluable tools in the compilation of data about what kinds of error our average freshman writers make.

What I've done in this paper is to begin to speculate on the causes for the errors found in the papers of average freshman writers. It is only speculation. And it is only a beginning. More research, of the imaginative kind advocated by Braddock, is what is needed now.

University of Delaware
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